
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA

Lucid and comprehensive,The Canadian Regimeprovides a unique analysis of The Canadian Regime: An Introduction to
Parliamentary Government in.

For example, Parliament passed a bill. Government has two meanings: Generally, government refers to the
management governing of a country. The end of a parliament may also be necessary, however, if the majority
of Members of Parliament revoke their confidence in the Prime Minister's ability to govern, or the legally
mandated as per the Canada Elections Act four-year maximum is reached; no parliament has been allowed to
expire in such a fashion. The Constitution Act, , outlines that the governor general is responsible for
summoning parliament in the Queen's name. The Supreme Court of Canada â€”the country's court of last
resort â€”has nine justices appointed by the governor general on recommendation by the prime minister and
led by the Chief Justice of Canada , and hears appeals from decisions rendered by the various appellate courts
provincial, territorial and federal. Per democratic tradition, the House of Commons is the dominant branch of
parliament; the Senate and Crown rarely oppose its will. The executive branch also called the Government is
the decision-making branch, made up of the Monarch represented by the Governor General , the Prime
Minister, and the Cabinet. Parliament itself is made up of the following three parts: the Monarch, the Senate
and the House of Commons. Canada is a constitutional monarchy, which means that we recognize the Queen
or King as the Head of State, while the Prime Minister is the Head of Government. Main article: Court system
of Canada Supreme Court Building in Ottawa The sovereign is responsible for rendering justice for all her
subjects, and is thus traditionally deemed the fount of justice. Specifically, the Government consists of the
Prime Minister, the Cabinet and the federal departments they manage. The Centre Block of the Canadian
parliament buildings on Parliament Hill The Parliament of Canada, the bicameral national legislature located
on Parliament Hill in the national capital of Ottawa , consists of the Queen represented by the governor
general , the appointed Senate upper house , and the elected House of Commons lower house. Three branches
work together to govern Canada: the executive, legislative and judicial branches. Parliament is the legislative
lawmaking part of government, made up of the Monarch, the Senate and the House of Commons. After a
number of such sessions, each parliament comes to an end via dissolution. As a general election typically
follows, the timing of a dissolution is usually politically motivated, with the prime minister selecting a
moment most advantageous to his or her political party. The Senate, thus, reviews legislation from a less
partisan standpoint. A parliamentary session lasts until a prorogation, after which, without ceremony, both
chambers of the legislature cease all legislative business until the governor general issues another royal
proclamation calling for a new session to begin. The legislative branch is the law-making branch, made up of
the appointed Senate and the elected House of Commons. The judicial branch is a series of independent courts
that interpret the laws passed by the other two branches.


